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Fitted?Why choose

Bedrooms come in all shapes and sizes - often 
with distinguishing features. Chimney breasts, 
sloping ceilings and uneven walls add character, 
but they can also cost you valuable storage space.
We will redefine the living space for you, 

working with the room’s features to realise its 
true potential. Wall to wall, floor to ceiling, our 
individually designed fitted furniture transforms 
even the most irregular bedroom.

Edge to edge mirrors. Slopes no problem!

Wall to wall floor to ceiling storage. A place for everything.
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Acadia
Matt Fjord Blue 
Characterised by its clean lines 
and minimalistic appearance, 
Acadia blends classical design 
with a modern touch. Acadia is 
available in eleven stunning colour 
options with optional mirrored 
doors, transforming the room by 
capturing light and creating the 
illusion of additional space.

Acadia Acadia

Shown above in Matt Fjord Blue our clever shaker design perfectly 
organises belongings with its endless storage possibilities.

Our slim style door proportions bring the shaker design up to date, 
blending seamlessly into classic and modern homes.

Rural 
Oak

White
AshWhite

Matt Fjord 
Blue

Light 
Grey

Dust 
Grey

Matt 
Cashmere Graphite

Matt Nordic 
Grey

Matt Fern
Green

Casella 
Oak
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Torino
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Torino

Complete your look with our matching furniture and finishing 
touches, perfect for creating a fully-coordinated space.

Create an everlasting statement to show your personal style with 
Torino in Graphite.
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AshWhite

Matt Fjord 
Blue

Light 
Grey
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Grey
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Grey

Matt Fern
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Oak

Torino Light Grey
Inject effortless sophistication into your bedroom with our Torino range. It’s timeless and 
elegant look is available in eleven striking colour options. Our three-panel door oozes style 
and is complimented with 3 different handle options. Shown here in Light Grey, Torino is 
the perfect range to create your personal space.
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Foxton Foxton

Foxton Matt Cashmere
Foxton’s opulent styling creates a space that simply 
oozes luxurious living. It’s double sculpted panel  
design and subtle edge profiles combine to make this 
range the epitome of grace and sophistication.
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Welford Welford
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Upholstered seating areas with clever 
storage included can be designed to really 
show off your perfect space.

Stylish bedsides units with optional pullout 
trays can be used to add that finishing touch.

Welford 
White Ash
Welford’s refined and softened 
edge styling creates a light and 
relaxing environment whilst curved 
contours provide a sophisticated 
twist on contemporary design. 
Full length mirrored doors can be 
introduced to add an individual 
touch. Floor to ceiling robes that 
maximise storage can be designed 
to suit your lifestyle.

Diversity of storage is 
important in any bedroom.
Take advantage of multiple 
drawer heights and widths  
to create and style.
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Hallaton Hallaton
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Hallaton Rural Oak 
Hallaton’s unassuming clean lines and recessed single panels are unmistakably 
shaker. Hallaton is clean and versatile with optional full length mirrored doors that 
will bring brightness to any room. Available in a range of on trend finishes, Hallaton 
works well in all environments to help you create your own stunning space.
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Eaton Casella Oak
Shown here Casella Oak Eaton’s sleek, modern styling gives you the 
versatility to create a variety of looks, and its light-reflecting full width 
mirror doors will open up your bedroom to give a spacious feel.

Eaton Eaton

Make a statement with Eaton. Fresh, clean and 
contemporary, it will transform your bedroom to give it 
a sense of real style.
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Lindley Lindley

Lindley Nordic Grey 
Simple, uncluttered, and timeless are all words that can be used to 
describe Lindley. The modern look of this range is softened a little 
with the addition of subtle yet stylish vertical profiles on the drawers 
and doors. Edge to edge, full width mirrors with unassuming and 
unobtrusive tab handles maximise the use of natural light.

Lindley can be tailored to suit any home. Multifunctional 
rooms present no problem. Lindley, just like all of our 
ranges can be designed to cater for all of your fitted 
living needs.
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Lustro Lustro

Lustro White
Clean, fresh and modern - If you like airy and bright simplicity, 
Lustro shines through. High sheen slab doors are complimented 
with matching cabinetry and accessories.

Available in seven finishes, the doors and drawers are completed 
with stylish tab handles.

Lustro comes with colour co-ordinating tab handles. 

Frost
High Sheen

Cashmere
High Sheen

Fudge  
High Sheen

Mushroom 
High Sheen

Dust Grey 
High Sheen

Light Grey 
High Sheen

Vanilla  
High Sheen
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Painted Finishes

Matt Finishes

High Sheen Finishes
Cashmere
High SheenMushroomWhiteFudge Vanilla

Light Grey
High Sheen

Dust Grey
High Sheen

Light 
Praline Storm BlueWhite CharcoalPeonyMussel

Pebble 
Grey

Dove
Grey

Heritage 
Green

French
Grey Sea SaltCobalt

Home Office

Fitted Lounge

Our expertly designed ranges span across bedroom, 
home office and fitted living so you can coordinate 
different spaces of your home and create a flowing feel.
Your living room should be a place of relaxation for the 
whole family.
We have tailored storage available in a range of styles 
and finishes so that you can find the perfect choice for 
your space.

The well  
ordered home

Boot Room

Fitted Living
Rural 
Oak
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AshWhite

Matt Fjord 
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Hand-Painted
Painting brings a touch of traditional style and is in 
a class of its own. Each piece is finished by hand to 
emphasise detail and create something that is truly 
elegant. Our Milton range has a light wood grain 
finish. It brings the classic styling of a shaker door 
and modernises it with a colour palate that would 
suit any room from a boutique hotel to a house in 
the Cotswolds.

Hand - Painted

Painted
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Lucerne Lucerne

Lucerne 
French Grey
Lucerne’s painted slab doors are simple and 
stylish. Differing height units have been used 
here to create a fabulous dressing table. Add  
an extra element with upholstered headboards 
or seat pads from our range of fabrics.

Pebble Grey

Painted

Colours
Light 
PralineWhite Mussel

Pebble 
Grey

Dove
Grey

French
Grey

The photographs on this page show the range designed as ‘Push to open’ with no handles. This feature is an 
upgrade and is design dependent. Please ask your retailer for details.
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Milton Milton

Milton 
Dove Grey
Milton is a sophisticated painted classic. An 
elegant and timeless shaker style door painted 
in soft satin over the light woodgrain, Milton is 
available in twelve colours. Optional mirror doors 
can be used to add another element of class.

Satin nickel knobs

Heritage Green

Painted

Colours
Light 
PralineWhite Mussel

Pebble 
Grey

Dove
Grey

French
Grey

Storm Blue CharcoalPeony
Heritage 
GreenSea SaltCobalt
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Milton 
Peony
Milton is the epitome of style and sophistication. In 
luxurious Peony, with its inset door frames, Milton will 
create a space for you to relax at the end of a stressful 
day. Adding mirrors will reflect natural light giving the 
illusion of a larger space in which to unwind.

Milton Milton

The clever use of top boxes here mean not an inch of  
storage space is wasted.
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Painted

Colours
Light 
PralineWhite Mussel

Pebble 
Grey

Dove
Grey

French
Grey

Storm Blue CharcoalPeony
Heritage 
GreenSea SaltCobalt
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Our collection of sliding doors is available in three 
stunning designs, in a range of finishes and widths 
giving you the flexibility to add your own personal 
touch. Built to the highest standards, from the top 
quality finish to the smooth running of the sliding 
doors and the clever soft close mechanisms.

Versatile, yet elegantly simple

Sliding Doors

Glass Finishes

1 Panel

3 Panel Slim

3 Panel

Noir
Light
Beige

Grey
Metallic Truffle

DoorPanorama

30

A stylish alternative to traditional built in wardrobes. 
Sliding doors allow you to have a wardrobe wherever 
you wish, even in a room with very little space.

Designed to provide a modern storage system,
sliding doors are remarkably flexible.

Sliding Wardrobes

30

Coconut

High Sheen Finishes Mirrored Finishes
Cashmere
Gloss BronzeMushroom SilverFrost GreyFudge Light Grey

Dust
GreyVanilla

Wood Grain
Nordic 
Grey

Casella 
Oak

Rural 
Oak

White 
Ash

Matt Finishes
Rural 
Oak

White
AshWhite

Matt Fjord 
Blue

Light 
Grey

Dust 
Grey

Matt 
Cashmere Graphite

Matt Nordic 
Grey

Matt Fern
Green



Panorama
One Panel Simplicity
Choose a one panel option and you can keep it simple, 
yet ultra stylish, with the same finish across the run. 
Create the feeling of light and space using mirrored or 
glass finishes or combine different finishes on the same 
run to make a bold statement.

Panorama Panorama

32 33
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Panorama Three Panel Elegance
With each door divided into three panels, there is an opportunity to 
combine finishes or keep things simple with the same throughout.  
A three panel all mirror door is used here in a hallway to great effect.

Panorama Panorama

Each sliding door wardrobe 
is completed with a matching 
or contrasting surround-the 
choice is yours. 

Cool, crisp white. The perfect palette that 
allows you to personalise your room with 
vibrant splashes of colour, or go for the 
classic minimalist look.

A classic monotone bedroom. White frame 
and doors with Vanilla Matt insert. Then 
complimented with Milan white low units 
and dressing table.
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Sliding Wardrobes

36

Panorama Painted
Sliding Doors

Panorama Painted Finishes

Silver 
Mirror

Light 
PralineWhite Mussel

Pebble 
Grey

Dove
Grey

French
Grey

Storm Blue CharcoalPeony
Heritage 
GreenSea SaltCobalt
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Inside story
Caring for your clothes, shoes and other belongings. 
Our range of interior storage solutions provides 
dedicated spaces for even the most awkward shaped 
items, with a selection of racks, frames, shelves and 
rails that are both functional and stylish.

Our storage solutions are designed to be both 
functional as well as accessible and to stand the wear 
and tear of every day use. 

The quality of our craftsmanship means that 
everything works perfectly time after time, making 
life easier for you.

Designed from the 
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New Interiors storage, storage and yet more storage

The simple ideas are usually the best. Slimline racks on the door can store 
belts, ties or scarfs, while an internal mirror lets you do a final check. 

Form meets function with this concealed glamour unit.

Enjoy total flexibility at your fingertips with our new interior
drawer options. Our three drawer option allows you to
mix ‘n’ match drawer sizes to suit your needs.

Adjustable shelving gives you the flexibility you need for 
all your present and future storage needs.

We’ve improved our pull-out shoe racks with
a soft close/open facility to make accessing your
shoes simplicity itself. 

Combine short hanging and long 
hanging, with a choice of shelves
and drawers. 

Keep the ‘just-pressed’ look of your trousers
with this neatly spaced, trouser rack. The slide
out facility means that you can access the
trousers you want quickly and easily.

Even tall ceilings aren’t a 
problem. Top boxes turn 
wasted space into storage.
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Storage  Sliding doors

Full Carcass
If you prefer an enclosed wardrobe interior, with a woodgrain finish all 
round, full carcass is for you. Each wardrobe comes as standard with a floor, 
roof and side panels enabling each storage area to be fully sectioned off. 
Shelves are adjustable to give greater flexibility.

Sliding Door panel interiors
This interior panel system offers flexibility and utilises every bit of space. Novanta 
Oak panels to best compliment your room. Complete the inside of your wardrobes 
with slide out shoe trays and adjustable shelves. The existing wall decoration will be 
visible inside the wardrobe.

Front Frame
Front frame construction is ideal for difficult shapes and sloping ceilings, 
with wall to wall and floor to ceiling storage. Hanging rails can run 
continuously across the full width of the wardrobe, or within their own 
compartments along with drawers and shelves. The existing wall
decoration will be visible inside the wardrobe.

Solid nickel shelf supports 
make moving your adjustable 
shelving easy.

Novanta 
Oak

Sliding Door aluminium stanchion
The internal fixtures of our Panorama Collection not only give flexible storage solutions 
for wardrobes but also provide perfect fittings for walk in wardrobes and dressing 
rooms. Choose from a range of shelves, chests, hanging rails and shoe rails to provide 
optimal storage for all your clothes and accessories. The existing wall decoration will 
be visible inside the wardrobe.

Novanta 
Oak

Novanta 
Oak

Novanta 
Oak
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Storage Finishing Touches

Interior finishing touches
Our range of interior storage solutions provides dedicated spaces for even the most 
awkward shaped items, with a selection of racks and frames that is both functional 
and stylish. If you like to see everything in its place when you open your wardrobe 
door, this range of accessories will suit you.

90 Degree hinges are standard, 
but optional 170 degree hinges 
give a wider access area.

A curved hanging rail makes 
the most of space in a corner 
wardrobe.

All drawers are made as a 
complete four sided box for
strength and stability before the 
front panel is added.

Shoe rails help keep your 
bedroom neat and tidy.

Slide out shoe rack
Holding up to nine pairs of
shoes per rack, this item is 
perfect for shoe lovers. It slides 
out, allowing you to quickly 
choose from the footwear 
displayed. The rails are 
detachable for easy cleaning. 

Pull out
basket rack
This handy pull out storage 
basket is concealed neatly 
behind a cupboard door.

Counter balanced 
hanging rail
Our full carcass storage 
solutions incorporate clever 
features, such as counter-
balanced hanging rails.

Glamour Unit
Our concealed glamour
unit is a cleverly designed 
combination of form and 
function. 

Walk-in closet
The dream of a walk-in closet can be realised with our 
aluminium stanchion storage system. The lack of panelling 
creates an open feel and uninterrupted use of space. The 
softened edges of the extruded aluminium rails and shelf 
supports, ensures that your clothes remain snag free. Shelves 
and chests are available in Novanta Oak, complimenting the 
aluminium perfectly.

Novanta 
Oak
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Finishing Touches Finishing Touches

Finishing touches
With many years’ experience of designing individual bedrooms, we’ve 
learned a lot about the different demands people make of their furniture. 
That’s why we give you such a wide range of storage options to ensure 
your room fits your individual needs. Choose from our range of matching 
furniture and accessories for a fully co-ordinated look.

Interior glamour unit.

Tilting linen basket.

Bedside cabinets have pullout tea trays.

Colour co-ordinated shelves.
A knee space drawer means that 

there is always a place for everything.

Dresser mirror.

Cube stool.

Padded stool.

Cosmetics unit.

A lift up corner laundry unit makes 
use of an awkward space.

Clever internal 
jewellery tray.

For those awkward spaces, angled 
units give you plenty of storage.

Maximise your space with 
this easy-access stable door.

Stylish dressing table.

Make a statement 
with a large padded 
headboard.

A dressing table makes  use
of an otherwise redundant space.Upholstered seat pad.
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Design Style - Lucerne 
Suitable for Lucerne

Headboards

Stools Floor Standing Mirrors 
Stools are available across the following ranges
and are completed in a range of luxury fabrics.

These are available in the finishes
specified by the range. 

Design Style - Milton 
Suitable for Milton 

Design Style F 
Suitable for any range  

Design Style J 
Suitable for Milton 
and Lucerne

Design Style K
Suitable for Gloss and 
Matt Vinyl finish ranges
 
 

Design Style AA 
Suitable for Painted  
finish ranges

Design Style AB 
Suitable for Painted  
finish ranges

Design Style AD 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges 

Design Style AQ 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges

Design Style R
Suitable for any range

Design Style S 
Suitable for any range 

 
 
 
 
 
Design Style U 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges 
 

Design Style V 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl 
finish ranges
 

Design Style Y 
Suitable for Lustro
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Design Style - Lucerne 
Suitable for Lucerne

Design Style U 
Suitable for Matt  
Vinyl finish ranges

Design Style V 
Suitable for Painted  
finish ranges

Design Style W 
Suitable for Matt  
Vinyl finish ranges

Design Style AA 
Suitable for Matt  
Vinyl finish ranges

Headboards

Stools Floor Standing Mirrors 
Stools are available across the following ranges
and are completed in a range of luxury fabrics.

These are available in the finishes
specified by the range. 

Design Style - Milton 
Suitable for Milton 

Dressing Table Mirrors Wall Mirrors 
These are available in the finishes
specified by the range. 

These are available in the finishes
specified by the range. 

Design Style AA 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl 
finish ranges

Design Style AG 
Suitable for Lucerne 

Design Style N 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl 
finish ranges

Design Style V 
Suitable for Painted  
finish ranges

Design Style A 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges

 Design Style AC 
Suitable for Painted  
finish ranges 

Design Style N 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges

Design Style T 
Suitable for
Lustro

Design Style W 
Suitable for Lustro 

Design Style Y 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges

Design Style AB
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges

Design Style AE
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges

Design Style F 
Suitable for any range  

Design Style J 
Suitable for Milton 
and Lucerne

Design Style K
Suitable for Gloss and 
Matt Vinyl finish ranges
 
 

Design Style AA 
Suitable for Painted  
finish ranges

Design Style AB 
Suitable for Painted  
finish ranges

Design Style AD 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges 

Design Style AQ 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges

Design Style R
Suitable for any range

Design Style S 
Suitable for any range 

 
 
 
 
 
Design Style U 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl  
finish ranges 
 

Design Style V 
Suitable for Matt Vinyl 
finish ranges
 

Design Style Y 
Suitable for Lustro

Handles 

Design Style 
H37

Design Style 
H2 

Design Style 
H25 
 

Design Style 
H34

Design Style 
H1

Design Style 
H29
 

Design Style 
H4

Design Style 
H7
H8
H9
H10 
H11
H12
H13 
Suitable for Lustro 

Design Style 
H37

Design Style 
H38

Design Style 
H39

Design Style 
H41

Design Style 
H44

Design Style 
H40
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Design Guarantee

Personal
design service

As our policy is one of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to amend designs and specifications without prior notice. Where natural wood veneers are used on external surfaces, we are unable to guarantee an 
exact match. The description “chestnut” refers to the colour finish only, and does not indicate that the article is manufactured from this material. Similarly, the description “brass” refers to a surface finish and does not 
indicate that these fittings are made of the solid brass. The colours produced in this brochure are as accurate as printing processes will allow.

Tell us about yourself 
Your designer will visit you at home 
to get to know you and chat about 
what you love, hate, and absolutely 
dream of. Only then can your 
perfect room be created.

One of our main concerns is to 
make sure you enjoy the process 
of designing your dream bedroom 
almost as much as the final result!

Your designer will have been 
chosen for their ability to deliver a 
first class service.

All designers have undergone 
extensive training and are provided 
with all the materials they need to 
plan, design and install your new 
bedroom with confidence.

We work hard to maintain 
consistently reliable delivery dates 
and product quality.

Book your free design
and planning consultation
If you have been inspired by the beautiful bedrooms in this brochure why not get a quote?

It’s a free and friendly service and you are under no obligation to purchase. It’s great for getting
ideas and you may be pleasantly surprised by the results. 

It couldn’t be easier to book an appointment. 
Details of your local showroom can be found by visiting our website. Friendly and knowledgeable staff are on 
hand to answer any questions that you may have about the design service and will be happy to help you with 
the first steps towards the creation of your ideal space.
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Design

Tell us about yourself
Your designer will visit you at home 
to get to know you and chat about 
what you love, hate, and absolutely 
dream of. Only then can your 
perfect room be created.

One of our main concerns is to 
make sure you enjoy the process 
of designing your dream bedroom 
almost as much as the final result!

All our designers are chosen for 
their ability to deliver a first class 
service.

All our designers have undergone 
extensive training and are provided 
with all the materials they need to 
plan, design and install your new 
bedroom with confidence.

We work hard to maintain 
consistently reliable delivery dates 
and product quality.

Personal
design service

As our policy is one of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to amend designs and specifications without prior notice. Where natural wood veneers are used on external surfaces, we are unable to guarantee an 
exact match. The description “chestnut” refers to the colour finish only, and does not indicate that the article is manufactured from this material. Similarly, the description “brass” refers to a surface finish and does not 
indicate that these fittings are made of the solid brass. The colours produced in this brochure are as accurate as printing processes will allow.

Book your free design
and planning consultation
If you have been inspired by the beautiful bedrooms in this brochure why not get a quote?

It’s a free and friendly service and you are under no obligation to purchase. It’s great for getting
ideas and you may be pleasantly surprised by the results. 

Step 1 : Book an appointment with your local showroom. 

Step 2: Book an appointment online at www.sigma3.co.uk. 
      We will take all the details and ensure the local representative contacts you promptly.

Step 3: If you want to ask any questions don’t hesitate to call your local showroom. 
      We would be happy to help.

Guarantee

Register online 
for your 10 year 
guarantee
Our after sales service will continue long after 
you’ve begun to enjoy your new bedroom. 
Once your bedroom is installed our service 
doesn’t stop there. We want you to be happy 
with your new bedroom for many years to 
come. To register for your 10 year Guarantee 
simply visit: 

www.sigma3.co.uk/
bedrooms/bedroom-
warranty

Abergavenny 
Showroom
37 Frogmore Street
Abergavenny, NP7 5AN
Tel. 01873 850911

Cardiff (East) 
Showroom
The Design Quarter,
4 Colchester Avenue, 
Cardiff, CF23 9XE
Tel. 029 2048 5888

Cardiff (West) 
Showroom
485 Cowbridge Road West
Culverhouse Cross
Cardiff, CF5 5TG
Tel. 029 2059 3969

Esher Showroom
86-90 High Street
Esher, KT10 9QJ
Tel. 01372 467464

Newport Showroom
Lower Dock Street
(Inside George Street
Furnishers)
Newport, NP20 1EG
Tel. 01633 252187

Swansea Showroom
2 Mannesmann Close
(Opposite Tesco)
Enterprise Park
Swansea, SA7 9AH
Tel. 01792 790088

Warton Showroom
263-265 Lytham Road
Warton, Nr. Preston
PR4 1AY
Tel. 01772 631316

Worthing Showroom
28 Portland Road
Worthing, BN11 1QN
Tel. 01903 201901
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Fitted?Why choose

Bedrooms come in all shapes and sizes - often 
with distinguishing features. Chimney breasts, 
sloping ceilings and uneven walls add character, 
but they can also cost you valuable storage space.
We will redefine the living space for you, 

working with the room’s features to realise its 
true potential. Wall to wall, floor to ceiling, our 
individually designed fitted furniture transforms 
even the most irregular bedroom.

Complete alcove storage. Slopes no problem!

Wall to wall floor to ceiling storage. Deep drawers.

Ever thought that you need to be 
more adventurous in the bedroom, 
or maybe the office? This might be a 
tongue in cheek question but, today, 
more than ever, choice and originality 
are high on the agenda when it 
comes to choosing your bedroom or 
office furniture. 

That’s why, at Sigma 3, we have 
developed a unique range of designs, 
from cutting-edge styling to 
traditional oak veneer finishes.

Whatever your preference, we have 
a solution. Our latest and most 
contemporary furniture provides 
dramatic, clean-line styling heavily 
influenced by continental trends. If
you prefer subtle, timeless designs,
we offer a range of understated
classics that will not date. 

And if you love grandeur
and opulence, our intricately
finished veneered ranges are
the perfect choice.

When it comes to combining 
practicality with style, we are second
to none. Enhance and personalise 
your furniture by selecting from
many carefully chosen options
and accessories.

Space is not an issue. We specialise in 
making the best use of even the most 
unusually shaped rooms, and provide 
a range of ingenious solutions to give 
you maximum storage capacity.

Our new wardrobe styles offer 
over 1,000 colour and design 
combinations and we now use
soft-close drawers on every range.

it’s time to be more adventurous
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18, Cross Street, 
Abergavenny, NP7 5EW
Tel. 01873 850911

10 year warranty.
For complete piece of mind our bedroom furniture 
comes with a full 10 year warranty.
We want you to be happy with your new bedroom for many years to 
come. That’s why we are happy to guarantee all our furniture for 10 years.
Terms and conditions apply.

Visit us online and book 
your bedroom design 
appointment today

www.sigma3.co.uk/design 
appointment
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sigma3.co.uk


